
TOP 7 MYTHS ABOUT 
POLICY MANAGERS 

AND WHY THEY’RE NOT TRUE

GET BACK IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT



Communications Service Providers 
(CSPs) must keep up with the changing 
demands of the market. New mandates 
from the FCC regarding STIR/SHAKEN 
and robocall mitigation, coupled with the 
heightened customer expectations, are 
putting a strain on existing platforms to 
deliver a positive customer experience.

Until now, those policies had to be 
installed on individual end-devices 
or managed through disparate 
applications. But now, CSPs can get 
back in the driver’s seat and more 
seamlessly manage voice calls across 
solutions by leveraging an effective 
policy manager, opening up new 
revenue opportunities.
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What’s a Policy Manager?
“Policy manager” is a general term in  
the telecom industry that’s been around 
for a long time and has taken on many 
different meanings and misconceptions 
over the years.

In this case, we are referring to a policy 
manager that manages voice calls and 
how it enables carriers, enterprises, and 
consumers to tailor their call experience  
by personalizing the settings that meet 
their customers’ specific needs. For 
example, a consumer could ask that calls 
be allowed from their kid’s school but  
block all suspected robocalls.

We put together 
the top 7 myths 
about policy 
managers for voice 
communications—
and debunked 
them.
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While some voice platforms or devices may 
include some basic policy-setting capabilities,  
very few can set business rules across more than 
one product or set of features.

But, today managing policies at the network, 
enterprise, and consumer level is nearly impossible 
without a policy manager. It’s often left to the 
operations team and/or the IT department to 
create those policy manager capabilities.

This puts added pressure on these organizations 
that are already short on resources. In addition, it’s 
a missed opportunity for CSPs to drive new revenue 
by charging users for these new capabilities and 
improve the customer call experience.

GET THE FACTS

Voice platforms 
include a policy 
manager as part 
of the standard 
software.
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According to a recent study by Omdia Research, 
83% of respondents say the phone is very 
important to their customer experience. And 
more than half say it’s their most important 
channel. In addition, more employees have 
settled into working from home, making the 
phone an even more vital tool.

Add to that the rise in telehealth, digital 
banking and food delivery, and you have a lot of 
consumers reaching for their phones.

GET THE FACTS

The voice channel 
is no longer a key 
communications 
channel.

MYTH

Mobile users’ time spent approached a third (33.2%) of all time spent 
with media in the US in 2021. By 2023, mobile usage will account 
for 35.0% of total media time. The 4:23 per day that the average US 
mobile user spent in 2021 also accounted for 54.8% of the 7:59 of 
digital media time per day.

A large majority (72.3%) of mobile time was spent on smartphones in 
2021. This 3:10 is up a relatively small 4.6% year-over-year (YoY), but 
this follows 2020’s rapid 17.7% growth, which was the highest figure 
for smartphone time spent growth since 2014.
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Source: Insider Intelligence
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https://www.insiderintelligence.com/insights/mobile-users-smartphone-usage/


Enterprises and consumers are demanding 
solutions that offer the fastest, most seamless 
customer experience that puts them in the 
driver’s seat.

According to Deloitte, customers who have 
positive experiences with a brand spend 
140% more than those who reported negative 
experiences. What’s more, analysts also found 
that organizations consistently delivering positive 
experiences stand to reduce customer service 
costs by up to 33%.

Today, users are left to enter archaic codes, call 
customer service or are unable to change how 
they handle calls.

GET THE FACTS

Policy managers help 
operations, but don’t 
impact the customer 
experience.

MYTH
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https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/cio-insider-business-insights/tech-finance-technology-investment-budgeting-processes.html


While there’s a cost for a vendor-provided  
Policy Manager, it must be balanced against  
other metrics, especially customer satisfaction.

According to Gartner, 96% of customers who 
experience a high-effort interaction become 
less loyal customers, compared to just 9% who 
have an effortless experience. The best way to 
increase loyalty?

Make transactions as effortless as possible.

One study showed that 39% of Americans who 
canceled a contract with a company in the 
past 24 months cited poor customer service 
as the primary reason. Just over half of these 
cancellations were with telecom companies, 
emphasizing the importance of the role churn 
plays in this industry.

GET THE FACTS

Vendor-provided 
policy managers are 
difficult to financially 
justify.

MYTH
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https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/effortless-experience-explained
https://techsee.me/blog/telecom-customer-retention/#:~:text=64%25%20of%20customers%20canceled%20after,apology%20%E2%80%94%20their%20efforts%20were%20unsuccessful


According to Deloitte, CSPs are outspending all 
other industries on innovation initiatives that 
engage customers.

GET THE FACTS

Communications 
Service Providers 
(CSPs) reserve their 
capital for large  
network builds, but 
don’t invest in trans-
formative projects.

MYTH
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ALLOCATION OF IT BUDGET BY INDUSTRY

Technology & telecommunications

Insurance

Banking and securities

Health care services

Energy and resources

Travel, media, and hospitality

Consumer business and retail

Manufacturing

Construction and infrastructure

Business and professional services

Education and nonprofits

48%

67%

63%

56%

58%

54%

57%

55%

56%

52%

50%

30%

20%

22%

27%

25%

28%

24%

27%

24%

27%

28%

22%

13%

15%

17%

17%

18%

18%

19%

20%

21%

21%

55% 26% 19%

AVERAGE, ALL RESPONDENTS

AVERAGE, BY INDUSTRY

How is your overall IT budget allocated?

 Business operations  Incremental business change  Business innovation

Source: 2018 Deloitte Global CIO Survey 8

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/cio-insider-business-insights/tech-finance-technology-investment-budgeting-processes.html


While it’s possible to create your own solution, 
Policy Manager by Neustar, a TransUnion company, 
incorporates best practices gleaned from years 
of successfully implementations and frees your 
IT staff of the burden of maintaining yet another 
piece of software.

It’s also important to consider evolving industry 
requirements and technologies, and mandates 
from the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). You’d have to ensure you have the 
resources on standby to update your policy 
manager to remain compliant.

Furthermore, when an important customer wants 
to make a more sophisticated call policy that 
requires new functionality, it will require IT staff 
to be reallocated to resolve. Those are resources 
that could be put to better use.

GET THE FACTS

We have people 
that understand the 
requirements, it’s 
better to build the 
software ourselves.

MYTH
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There are often good reasons why companies 
build their own software - secure applications, 
proprietary intellectual property, etc. But. when an 
organization decides to develop their own software, 
they often underestimate the true costs.

According to McKinsey, on average, large IT 
projects run 45 percent over budget and seven 
percent over time, while delivering 56 percent less 
value than predicted. Software projects run the 
highest risk of cost and schedule overruns.

What’s more, when you take on such projects 
in-house, you own all the expenses. In addition, 
industry experts say that 20% of the cost is 
incurred in the initial launch, but the remaining 
80% goes to ongoing support after launch, such 
as bug fixes, maintenance, upgrades, platform 
migrations, security patches.

Keep in mind that you need to budget for each of 
the categories above — none of them are optional. 
So, your minimum budget for year two should be 
20% of the initial development costs; that assumes 
that you’re not making any significant changes  
or improvements.

GET THE FACTS

Developing software 
internally is more 
cost effective.

MYTH
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https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/delivering-large-scale-it-projects-on-time-on-budget-and-on-value
https://www.form.com/blog/build-vs-buy-a-strategic-guide-to-selecting-your-software-solution/
https://westarete.com/insights/maintenance-costs-for-custom-software/
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With Neustar’s Policy Manager, authorized users assign and apply call 
authentication rules, policies, and preferences to determine how calls are 
managed and presented at the network, enterprise, and subscriber levels.

Policy Manager provides a unified experience across Neustar’s  
entire Trusted Call Solutions portfolio, including Certified Caller,  

Robocall Mitigation, Caller Name Optimization, and  
Branded Call Display (BCD), so you manage policies once.

Email: callerid@team.neustar

LEARN MORE

https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/policy-manager
https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/branded-call-display/bcd-for-insurance-providers
https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/branded-call-display/bcd-for-insurance-providers
mailto:callerid%40team.neustar?subject=

